Product: Arm-Based Edge Computing System  
Brand: Vecow  
Test Model: EIC-1000  
Series Model: EIC-1000 Series, EIC-1XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ("X" can be 0-9, A-Z or blank for marketing purposes)  
Applicant: Vecow Co., Ltd.  
Report No.: FDBDBO-WTW-P21115053  

We, Bureau Veritas Consumer Products Services (H.K.) Ltd., Taoyuan Branch, declare that the equipment above has been tested in our facility and found compliance with the requirement limits of applicable standards. The test record, data evaluation and Equipment Under Test (EUT) configurations represented herein are true and accurate under the standards herein specified.

47 CFR FCC Part 15, Subpart B, Class A  
ANSI C63.4:2014

Jim Hsiang / Associate Technical Manager  
2022/1/4
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